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On November 5,1997, North Atlantic determined that the ATWS mitigating system actuation circuitry (AMSAC) C-20
irtirlock setpoint was non-conservative in that it enabled AMSAC at 40 percent turbine power rather than at 40 percen(
r: actor power as assumed in the Westinghouse ATWS analysis At that time. North Atlantic did not have an analysis that
d;t:rmined the effect of voiding in the reactor vessel at 44 percent reactor power, wnich is estimated to correspond to
tpproximately 40 percent turbine power under steady state conditions. On November 5,1997, North Atlantic reported ihis
as a condition that is outside the design basia of the plant pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72(b)(1)(ii)(B). Subsequent Westinghouse
Enitysis determined that arming AMSAC at the C-20 interlock based on 40 percent turbine power rernains appropriately
cons:rvative. As a result, on February 5,1998, North Atlantic retracted the November 5,1997 report made pursuant to 10
CFR 50.72(b)(1)(ii)(B). *

This condition was caused by the lack of a precise definition of the required power level for tne C-20 interlock in the
cpplicable WCAPs. This condition did not create any significant adverse safety consequences. North Atlantic issued a
Standing Operating Order to promptly reduce reactor power to less than 40 percent if the C-20 interlock status light
deen:rgizes due to turbine power being less than 40 percent while reactor power is above 40 percent. Subsequently, -
d: sign change was implemented to revise the AMSAC C-20 interlock setpoint to reflect a turbine impulse pressure
squivalent to 20 percent reactor power, thus ensuring that AMSAC is armed prior to reaching 40 percent reactor power.
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l, Qnctiotion of Event

On November 5,1997, during a review of ATWS (Anticipated Transient Without Scram) mitigating .ystem actuation
circuitry (AMSAC) design documents as a result of a condition previously reported by other utilities. North Atlantic
En:rgy Service Corporation (North Atlantic) determined that the AMSAC C-20 interlock veas set to enable AMSAC at 40
perc;nt turbine power rather than at 40 percent reactor power as assumed in the Westinghouse ATWS analysis (WCAP-
8330, 'Westinge ;se Anticipated Transients Without Trip Analysis," August 1974). Depending on cycle operating
conditions, at low power levels a slight mismatch can occur between reactor power and turbine power. At that time,
North Atlantic did not have an analys. . that determined the effect of voiding in the reactor vessel at 44 percent reactor
pow;r, which 's estimated to correspond to approximately 40 percent turbine power under steady state conditions for,

Cycl] 6. Thus, the C-20 interlock setpoint for automatically blocking / enabling AMSAC actuation was determined to be
non-conserv0tive compared to the value assumed in the Westinghouse analysis. Th:s condition would have prevented
AMSAC from being armed until increasing above approximately 44 percent reactr r power instead of the assumed 40
percent reactor power. This condition existed since initial AMSAC installation. On November 5,1997, North Atlantic
r: ported this as a condition that is outside the design basis of the plant pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72(b)(1)(ii)(B).

North Atlantic subsequently learned that Westinghouse had performed additional analyses to determine the effects ofi

| voiding in the reactor vessel at 50 percent reactor power (Westinghouse Technical Bulletin ESBU-TB-08 dated
{ Nov:mber 26,1997). Westinghouse concluded that at 50 percent reactor power, the amount of reactor coolant system
j (RCS) voiding is still less than that previously predicted at 100 percent power and that the RCS inventory remaining at'

10 minutes into the transient is well above that needed to ensure that the core remains covered. Hence, no core
d: mage due to RCS boiling is anticipated ta occur without AMSAC at or below 50 pe cy! eactor power. Westinghouse
concluded that arming AMSAC at the C 20 permissive based on turbine impulse passure corresponding to 40 percent
turbine power remains appropriately conservative, even considering the differences betweer, turbine power and reactor
pow;r when et part-power conditions. This Westinghouse analysis is applicable to Seabrook Station. As a result, the
condition of the C 20 interlock setpoint enabling AMSAC at 40 percent turbine power rather thin at 40 percent reactor
pow r is no longer outside of the design basis of the plant. On February 5,1998, North Atlantic retracted the November
5,1997 report made pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72(b)(1)(ii)(B).

II. Cause of Event

Th3 cause of this condition is the lack of a precise definition of the required power level for arming AMSAC. The
W:stinghouse ATWS analysis documented in WCAP-8330 does not describe the C-20 interlock setpoint. Additionally,
WCAP-10858-P-A, Revision 1, AMSAC Generic Design Package," issued July 1987 does not clearly identify that tne C-
20 interlock is to be set at 40 percent reactor power. This revision to the WCAP was inconsistent in that it referenced an
und:fineo "nominar power and stated that the C-20 interlock blocked AMSAC at " turbine loads" less than 40 percent.
North Atlantic established the C-20 setpoint at 40 percent turbine power based on its interpretation of WCAP 10858-P-A,
R; vision 1, Subsequently, North Atlantic confirmed with Westinghouse that the underlying AN/S analysis assumed that
the C-20 interlock setpoint was 40 percent reactor power. North Atlantic does not possess any information to determine
why WCAP-10858-P-A, Revision 1, specified a C-20 interlock setpoint that was different than that assumed in the
und rlying analysis.

111. Analysis of Event

AMSAC provides an alternate means of tripping the turbine [TA) and actuating Emergency Feedwater (EFW)(BA} flow
apart from the reactor protection system PC] The turbir'e trip and EFW actuation provide adequate assurance that the
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reactor coolant system (RCS) [AB) would not be subject to potential damage t ue to overpressure. WCAP 10858-P-A
stites that short-term protection against high RCS pressures is not required until 70 percent of nominal power.
However, to minimize the amount of RCS voiding during an ATWS, the WCAP recognizes that AMSAC should operate

- at and above_40 percent of nominal power. It is also recognized that in the event of an /J.WS below 40 percent of
nominalload, operator action is necessary to provide long-term core protection by initiating EFW flow,

i
Th3 non-conservative C-20 interlock setpoint would have prevented AMSAC from being armed until increasing above
approximately 44 percent reactor power instead of 40 percent reactor power as analyzed by Westinghouse. Therefore,g

| this condition would have prevented an AMbAC acuation between the band of 40 to 44 percent reactor power. When
this condition was discovered the plant was operating at 100 percent power and AMSAC was armed and capable of
performing its intended function.

North Atlantic subsequently learned that Westinghouse had performed additiona| analyses to determine the effects of
! voiding in the reactor vessel at 50 percent reactor power. This analysis determined that at 50 percent reactor power, the
! amount of reactor coolant system (RCS) voiding is stillless than that previously predicted at 100 percent power and that

- ths RCS inventory remaining at 10 minutes into the transient is well above that needed to ensure that the core remains
cov$ red. Hence, no core damage due to RCS boiling is anticipated to occur without AMSAC at or below 50 percent
rIactor power. Westinghouse concluded that arming AMSAC at the C-20 permissive based on turbine impulse pressure
corresponding to 40 percent turbine power remains appropriately conservative, even considering the differences

- between turbine power and reactor power when at part power conditions. This Westinghouse analysis is applicable to
Ssibrook Station. As a result, this condition did not create any adverse safety consequences.

-IV, - Corrective ActiQD

North Atlantic issued a Standing Operating Order to ensure that operators would promptly reduce reactor power to less
than 40 percent if the C-20 interlock status light deenergizes due to turbine power being less than 40 percent while
rtactor power is above 40 percent. This minimized the amount of time that the plant could have been affected by this
condition._

North Atlantic implemented a design change to revise the AMSAC C-20 interlock setpoint to reflect a turbine impulse
pressure equivalent to 20 percent reactor power, thus ensuring that AMSAC is armed prior to reaching 40 percent

4

reactor power. The Statnding Operating Order was deleted after the implementation of the design change. f
_ _

. V. Agiditional Information

None

Similar Events

None

Manuf acturer Data

Not applicable
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